Subject: State of California ‘Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act’ (1986) and
Title 27, California Code of regulations, section 25600 et seq. in respect of substances
otherwise known as ‘California Prop-65’ substances in articles and materials supplied by Pall.

General Information on California Prop-65 substances:
From the 30th August 2018, the State of California requires ‘clear and reasonable warnings’ in
respect of amounts of specific chemicals in the consumer products they purchase, in their homes
or workplaces or that are released into the environment. The aim of which is to protect against
chemicals known by the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or reproductive harm.
The list of substances of concern, form and / or the concentration present above which
notification for each substance is required (or ‘safe harbor level’) being that published by the
State and known as the California Prop-65 list. Therefore in future appropriate consumer
products shall bear warnings including signage of the type:

!

WARNING:

This product can expose you to chemicals which are a known in the State of California to cause
cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.
For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

However, the products placed on the market in the State of California by Pall are not intended

for ‘consumer’ sale, but are for professional or industrial use. Therefore, the only anticipated
exposure to these items would be through ‘occupational exposure’ which does not require
mandatory labelling of all articles. In line with the ‘Questions and Answers for business’ (dated
August 2017) on the labelling requirements – Q41 - an SDS may be used to convey warnings for
occupational exposure, but Pall has alternatively elected to use the addition of information to
‘Declaration of Compliance’ information, labelling, or through individual customer letters
dependent on the application and market area.
Should you have any questions related to the information provided by Pall, or a specific product
enquiry, please do not hesitate to contact your local Pall Customer Services department.
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To the best of our knowledge this information is accurate as of the date of issuance. However,
these statements are subject to change as new information becomes available. We recommend
that you periodically confirm this information.
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